
Volunteer Roles 
 

Away Meet Positions 

Timers (4 or 6 parents needed depending on # of lanes), Scorekeeper (1 parent needed), Marshals (2 

or 3 parents needed depending on # of lanes), Place Judge (3 parents needed), Officials (2 parents 

needed) 

Home Meet Positions 

Timers (4 parents needed), Scorekeeper (2 parents needed), Marshals (2 parents needed), Place Judge 

(3 parents needed), Officials (3 parents needed), Runner (1 parent needed), Awards (3 parents 

needed) 

Timers.  One timer per lane from each team operates a stopwatch to record the swimmer’s race time.  
One timer in each lane notes the swimmers’ times on lane timer sheets.  For efficiency, the writer is 
typically from the same club whose swimmers are competing in that lane. 

Scorekeeper.  One parent from each team keeps score during the meet. The scorekeepers record times 
from the time slips, determine the order of finish for each event, and assign points for the top three 
finishers.  A scorekeeper’s assistant or Runner (from the home team) is usually employed to handle the 
lane timer slips as the runners drop them off at the scorer’s table. 

Marshals.  The marshals ensure that swimmers are waiting behind their assigned lanes for upcoming 
races.  They allow the coaches to focus on coaching the team, not running after missing swimmers. 
Parents will be given a roster and heat sheet, and they will double check to make sure all swimmers are 
properly lined up for their race in their lane. 

Runners.  The runner (or runners) picks up the timer slips in each lane after each race and delivers them 
to the scoring table. 

Officials  

Referee.  Responsible for general oversight of the meet, ensuring that swimming rules and meet 
procedures are being followed.  When necessary, resolves disputes between coaches. 

Starter.  Ensures that swimmers get a fair start to each race.  Starts are initiated via an audible signal; in 
PASDA meets, this is usually by an electronic device (beep) or whistle.  The referee or starter announces 
the event and heat prior to the start of each race. 

Stroke-and-Turn Judges.  One official from each team judges the legality of the swimmers’ strokes, turns, 
and finish touches.  Is responsible for disqualifying swimmers when a rules violation is properly observed. 

Place Judges.  Judge, by observation, the finishing order of the top three swimmers.  Each place judge is 
assigned a specific finish place to watch for (see “Order of Finish” below). 

Takeoff Judges.  One official from each team judges the legality of the swimmers’ takeoffs (starts) during 
relays.  For 100-yard/-meter relay events, a second set of takeoff judges is needed for shallow-end starts.  
Takeoff judges for each end of the pool should be assigned before the start of the meet. 

 

Officials will usually take two or more roles. 

 
Order of Finish (Place Judging).  Six individuals – three from each team – are designated as place 
judges.  One individual per team determines what lane places first, second, or third in each race.  Order 
of finish is primarily determined by agreement of the place judges.  If the place judges disagree, the 
swimmers’ officials times are to be used to resolve the discrepancy. 

Awards.  The awards person prepares award ribbons throughout the meet for distribution to coaches 
afterwards.  The home team is responsible for preparing awards over the course of the meet and for 



having this task finished shortly after the conclusion of the meet. Or the home team will distribute awards 
during the meet. 

Concession Stand.  Concession workers sell food and refreshments. (Depending on interest of team) 


